Academic Advising Scale
**Academic Advising Scale~ Item by Item Detail:**

- My academic advisor is knowledgeable about requirements in my major

- **Statistical Significance:**
  - vs Ourselves
  - vs National ‘08
  - vs National ‘06
• My academic advisor is approachable

• Statistical Significance:
  – vs Ourselves
  – vs National ‘08
  – vs National ‘06
Major requirements are clear and reasonable

Statistical Significance:
- vs Ourselves
- vs National ’08 .01
- vs National ’06 .01
Academic Advising Scale~ Item by Item Detail:

- My academic advisor is concerned about my success as an individual

- **Statistical Significance:**
  - vs Ourselves
  - vs National ’08
  - vs National ’06
My academic advisor helps me set goals to work toward

Statistical Significance:
- vs Ourselves
- vs National '08
- vs National '06
My academic advisors are knowledgeable about available services like counseling, student health, placement, financial aid, tutoring, etc.

- **Statistical Significance:**
  - 2008 VS Ourselves 2006  \( .001 \)
The University does a good job of informing me who my assigned faculty advisor is.

- **Statistical Significance:**
  - 2008 VS Ourselves 2006 .001
The method of obtaining academic advising in my major is clear and understandable.

**Statistical Significance:**
- 2008 VS Ourselves 2006
I know under which circumstances it is appropriate to go to my academic advisor or to my assigned faculty advisor for assistance.*

- **Statistical Significance:**
  - 2008 VS Ourselves 2006 .001

*Wording changed to accommodate changes in the advising process.

2006 wording asked about degree counselor, Core Curriculum advisor and faculty advisor.
Academic Advising Scale~ Item by Item Detail:

(TAMU-CC Custom Scale Question)

- My assigned faculty advisor is approachable and accessible during posted office hours or by appointment for assistance.

- **Statistical Significance:**
  - 2008 VS Ourselves 2006
My academic advisor is accessible during posted office hours or by appointment for assistance.*

**Statistical Significance:**
- 2008 VS Ourselves 2006 \( .001 \)

*Wording changed to accommodate changes in the advising process.
2006 wording asked about degree counselor and Core Curriculum advisor.
My academic advisor provides me with accurate information about university, college, major and graduation requirements.*

- **Statistical Significance:**
  - 2008 VS Ourselves 2006  .001

*Wording changed to accommodate changes in the advising process.
2006 wording asked about degree counselor and Core Curriculum advisor.
Academic Advising Scale~ Item by Item Detail:

(TAMU-CC Custom Scale Question)

- **My faculty advisor provides me with accurate information about my major, college requirements and helps me set goals to work toward.**

- **Statistical Significance:**
  - 2008 VS Ourselves 2006